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Introduction
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A common practice in resolving process design and control issues is to consider them as independent 29 problems, meaning that: first process design is performed with economic steady-state objectives; next 30 controller design is carried out considering process dynamics constraints and control objectives. However, 31 this sequential approach may results in conflicting process design and control objectives for the chemical 32 processes. Some of this trade-offs between design and control that is not addressed through this approach 33 is infeasible operating points (set-points for controlled and/or manipulated variables), process over design 34 and infeasible control structures. Therefore, a robust, feasible and reliable performance is not always 35 guaranteed (Lenhoff and Morari, 1982 ; Ricardez-Sandoval et al., 2009; Seferlis and Georgiadis, 2004) . 36
An important issue in process design and control is how in the early stages of process design, decisions 37 related to process design can be made in such a way that the process is economically optimal and at the 38 same time can be operated with feasible dynamic characteristics. To tackle this challenge, methodologies 39 that systematically address the optimal design and control simultaneously are of great importance.
40
Integrated process design and control is an alternative which is widely accepted to obtain economically 41 There is an increasing interest in application of intensified and multi-functional processes in chemical 7
industry (Nikačević et al., 2012) . Several applications of process intensification principles are realized so 8 far on an industrial scale including reactive distillation, micro-reactors, rotating packed bed systems, etc. 9
However, reactive distillation with already over 150 industrial applications is one of the most successful 10 intensified processes on an industrial scale (Harmsen, 2007) . 11
Reactive distillation column (RDC) is a unit operation in which separation and reaction take place in a 12 single operation, thus making it a multi-functional unit operation. Due to its very successful application in 13 the industry it has attracted considerable amount of research both from academia and industry (Tuchlenski 14 et al., 2001 ). It offers substantial advantages, such as higher reaction rate and selectivity (Lee et al., 2010) , 15 avoidance of azeotropes and reduced energy consumption as well as solvent usage (Babi et al., 2014; 16 Mansouri et al., 2013) . However, it must be noted that as a result of integration of functions/operations 17 into a single unit operation, the control and operation of the RDC poses a challenge due to the loss in 18 degrees of freedom. 19 Sneesby et al. (1999) explored the interactions between design and control where they focused on control 20 schemes for reactive distillation taking into account effect of the principal operating parameters on the 21 reactant conversion. For this purpose, they proposed a standard regulatory control system for an ETBE 22 reactive distillation column where the reboiler duty (or the bottoms draw rate) to control the bottoms 23 composition inferred via a stripping section temperature was used. They found their structure to be 24 closed-loop stable, unlike many other control schemes which used other temperatures (e.g. the reboiler 25 temperature) to infer the ether purity. However, the scheme their reported had a major deficiency which 26 was its inability to control the composition to a set-point. Chung et al. (2015) addressed design and 27 control of reactive distillation process for esterification of levulinic acid and nbutanol. They performed 28 sensitivities of some design variables such as feed ratio of raw materials and operating pressure for 29 economic production of n-butyl levulinate. They obtained the optimal steady-state design through total 30 annual cost analysis using iterative optimization. Next, they proposed two feasible control structures 31 which both can reject throughput disturbances sufficiently well; however, they were only able to handle 32 feed composition disturbances. 33
The methodologies developed for integrated process design and control are categorized as those based on 34 formulation and solution of a dynamic optimization problem (to be called dynamic optimization 35 approach) and those based on formulating and solving a set of hierarchical sub-problems (to be called the 36 decomposition approach). In the dynamic optimization approach, the continuous variables are linked with 37 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 5 design variables (such as, flow rates, heat duties) and process variables (temperatures, pressures, 1 compositions), while binary (decision) variables are used to model logical decisions such as whether to 2 choose between different possible flowsheet structures and/or controller structures. In the integrated 3 process design-control context, the variables are considered in the process model such that they represent 4 both steady-state and dynamic behavior of the problem, which in this case the optimization problem is 5 referred to as mixed integer dynamic optimization (MIDO). Bahri et al. (1997) proposed an integrated 6 approach based on the dynamic mixed-integer nonlinear-programming problem that consists of two stages 7 in each iteration of the algorithm. Therefore, the effect of disturbances on the process design and 8 operation, as well as its ideal performance, under a variety of control schemes can be estimated. Bansal et 9 al. (2003) proposed new formulations and algorithms for solving MIDO problems. These algorithms are 10 based on decomposition into primal, dynamic optimization and master, mixed-integer linear programming 11 sub-problems. Flores-Tlacuahuac and Biegler (2007) developed an algorithm based on the transformation 12 of the MIDO problem into a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) program. In this approach, 13 both the manipulated and controlled variables are discretized using a simultaneous dynamic optimization 14 approach. They also developed three MINLP formulations based on a nonconvex formulation, the 15 conventional Big-M formulation and generalized disjunctive programming (GDP). 16
The main idea in the decomposition-based approach is to decompose the integrated process design and 17 control problem into an ordered set of sub-problems. Each sub-problem, except the last one, requires only 18 the solution of a subset from the original constraints set. (Hamid et al, 2010) . Note however, recently, Sharifzadeh (Sharifzadeh, 2013) has 32 extensively reviewed the methods and current state-of-the-art for integrated process design and control. 33
Here, only a few decomposition algorithms in the area of integration of process design and control that 34 have been proposed are reviewed. Mohideen et al. (1996) , proposed a unified decomposition-based 35 process design framework for obtaining integrated process and control systems design based on a 36 dynamic mathematical model describing the process, including path constraints, interior and end-point 37 constraints, a model that describes uncertain parameters and time-varying disturbances and a set of 38 process design and control alternatives. Kookos and Perkins (2001) developed an algorithm based on the 39 systematic generation of lower and upper bounds on the best achievable dynamic economics of the 40 combined plant to effectively reduce the size of the search space. Sanchez-Sanchez and Ricardez-41
Sandoval (2013) proposed a methodology that includes process synthesis and control structure decisions 42 for the optimal process and control design of dynamic systems under uncertainty. The key feature 43 M a n u s c r i p t 6 introduced by this method is the simultaneous evaluation of dynamic flexibility and feasibility for optimal 1 process synthesis and control structure design. Trainor et al. (2013) developed a new simultaneous design 2 and control methodology that accounts for structural decisions in the analysis. Their proposed approach 3 involves an iterative decomposition framework that includes a robust feasibility analysis and a robust 4 asymptotic stability test. Their results illustrated through a case study indicates that their methodology is a 5 suitable tool to simultaneously design and control systems that can maintain dynamically feasibility and 6 asymptotically stability in the presence of critical time-dependent realizations in the disturbances. 7
Pistikopoulos and Diangelakis (2015), raised the concern that while significant progress has been 8 achieved over the years at the moment there is not a generally accepted methodology and/or "protocol" 9
for integrated process design, control and scheduling, also currently, there is not a commercially available 10 software [or even in a prototype form] system to fully support such an activity. They presented the 11 foundations for such an integrated framework and especially a software platform that enables such 12 integration based on research developments. They particularly emphasized on PAROC, a prototype 13 software system which allows for the representation, modeling and solution of integrated design, 14
scheduling and control problems. address the integration of design and control while using advanced model-based control strategies such as 26
MPC. 27
In this work, we have extended the application of our methodology (Mansouri et al., 2016a (Mansouri et al., , 2015 to 28 integrated process design and control of reactive distillation processes that are represented with more than 29 two elements through a systematic hierarchical approach implemented through a computer-aided 30 framework. The concepts, theory and derivations related to the integrated process design and control of 31 reactive distillation processes are already established in a previous work from the same authors (Mansouri 32 et al., 2016a). The framework consists of five hierarchical steps by which (i) the objectives and design 33 targets are set, (ii) the number of elements in the system is identified, (iii) the key elements representing 34 the multi-element system are identified (iv) the reactive distillation column is designed and the control 35 structure is determined, and (v) the designed operation is verified by rigorous dynamic analysis. Note that, 36 the application of MPC has been also demonstrated on an integrated process design-control solution for a 37 multi-element reactive distillation. 38 2 Multi-element systems 39 The element-based approach is a method of identifying the minimum number of elements that can 40 represent a multi-component reacting system. This method satisfies the atom balance for all the 41 compounds that are present in the reacting system including the inert ones. For example, in case of twoA c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 7 reactants with molecular structure M1 and M2, and an inert compound M3, it is always true (given that 1 there is no stoichiometric constraint in the reaction such as the requirement of electrical neutrality in a 2 system of electrolytes) that the product must have the molecular structure M1M2. Therefore, the four 3 component system has three elements with one reaction where the inert compound has remained invariant 4 as an independent element. This approach was first proposed by Michelsen (Michelsen, 1994) to facilitate 5 the calculation of element composition in vapor and liquid phases which is termed as the solution to the 6 chemical-physical equilibrium (CPE). This simultaneous solution approach to the CPE problem is 7 essential to determine and predict the limits of reaction conversion and separation in a reaction-separation 8 operation (Pérez-Cisneros et al., 1997). One of the main features of this method is its ability to handle the 9 problem of reaction-phase equilibrium formally identical to the case of physical equilibrium. The 10 problem is solved as the simultaneous solution of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2): 11
Where n i is the molar amount of component i, µ i is the chemical potential of component i, NP is number 12 of phases, NC is the number of components, β is the phase of concerning system, and A j,i is the number of 13 times the reaction invariant element j has appeared in molecule i. 14 The key elements are noted as the binary elements (light key element (LK) and heavy key element (HK)).
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One can assign any pair of elements (or compounds) as LK and HK, with the lower boiling compound in 16 the pair being the LK and the heavier boiling compound in the pair being the HK. For all other non-key 17 compounds, those that have lower boiling points are therefore lighter than the light key and go with the 18 LK, while those that have higher boiling points are heavier than the HK and go with the HK compound.
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This representation is similar in concept to the method of distillation design for a non-reactive 20 multicomponent system proposed by (Hengstebeck, 1961) . Note that LK and HK are selected according 21 to the rules of key element selection given by Jantharasuk et al. (2011) . It is well-known that the sum of 22 mole fractions is always equal to 1. Therefore, it is also the case when the mole fractions are given in 23 terms of elements. Thus, the sum of mole fractions in a multi-element system is as follows: 24
Having the above summation, now one can represent the multi-element system in a new composition 25 domain termed as "equivalent binary element composition" as follows (Jantharasuk et al., 2011) :
where, the light key equivalent element composition is given as follows: 27
and the element composition is given as below (Pérez-Cisneros et al., 1997):
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 
Where, 25 
12
4 Integrated process design and control framework 13 In this work, it is assumed that the process flowsheet is fixed (i.e. reactive distillation column) as well as 14 the design targets, feed specifications and process conditions. Therefore, the objective is to find the design 15 variables, the operating conditions (including set-points for controlled variables) and controller structure 16 that optimize the plant economics and, simultaneously, a measure of the plant controllability, subject to a 17 set of constraints, which ensure appropriate dynamic behavior and process specifications. The integrated 18 process design and control problem is formulated as a generic optimization problem in which a 19 performance objective function in terms of design, control and cost is optimized subject to a set of 20 constraints: process (dynamic and steady state), constitutive (thermodynamic states) and conditional 21
(process-control specifications) models-equations. The general formulation of the problem is (Sendin et  22 al
., 2004): 23
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Subject to:
Here h is the vector of decision variables, x is the vector of dynamic state variables, F is the vector of 1 objective functions (F 1 is a combination of capital and/or operation costs or energy, and F 2 is the 2 controllability measure), f is the set of differential and algebraic equality constraints describing the system 3 dynamics (mass, energy and momentum balances, i.e. the non-linear process model), and k and g are 4 possible equality and inequality path and/or point constraints which express additional requirements for 5 the process performance. However, solving Eq. (7)- (12) simultaneously using a dynamic optimization 6 approach can be difficult if the process model consisting of balance, constitutive and process control 7
equations is large and non-linear. 8
The feasible solutions to integrated process design and control problem may be located in a relatively 9 small region of the search space. This is due to the large number of constraints involved. Therefore, the 10 capability of solving such a problem largely falls into the effectiveness of the solution strategy and 11 locating the feasible solutions (one of these solutions is the optimal solution). Thus, one approach as an 12 alternative to solve a dynamic optimization and in order to manage the complexity is using a 13 decomposition-based solution strategy. In this approach, the problem is decomposed into a set of sub-14 problems that are solved according to pre-defined calculation order. In this way, after every sequential 15 sub-problem, the search space for feasible solutions is reduced and a sub-set of design-manipulated and/or 16 decision variables are fixed. When all the constraints are satisfied, it remains to calculate the objective 17 function for all the identified feasible solutions to locate the optimal solution. This leads to a problem that 18 is significantly smaller and can be solved more easily. Therefore, while the sub-problem complexity may 19 or may not increase with every subsequent stage, the number of feasible solutions is reduced after each 20 stage. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of how the integrated process design and control can be 21 tackled using a decomposition-based solution strategy. From a process design point of view, for specified inputs, u, and disturbances, d, values for states, x, and 3 outputs, y, that satisfy a set of design specifications (process design objectives) are determined at the 4 maximum driving force. In this case x and y also define some of the operational conditions for the 5 process. From a controller design point of view, for any changes in d and/or set point values in y, values 6 of u that restores the process to its optimal designed condition are determined. It should be noted that the 7 solution for x and y is directly influenced by θ (the constitutive variables such as reaction rate or 8 equilibrium constant). Note that solution of the balance equations for x and y is influenced by θ (the 9 constitutive variables such as equilibrium constant or reaction rate). Also, since x and y are intensive 10 variables, they may be used to formulate problems related to synthesis, design and control. The analysis 11 of the model equations, therefore, orders the variables in terms of x, y, u, d and θ for integrated design and 12 control problems. For process design, θ indirectly determines the feasibility of the process which in this 13 case it is intended to be at the maximum driving force. Therefore, the value of θ determines the feasible 14 design for control. Therefore, dθ/dx indirectly influences the process operation and controller structure 15 selection and/or design. 16
The decomposition-based framework proposed in this work consists of five steps: (1) the problem is 17 formulated and the objective function is defined, (2) the number of elements representing the reaction 18 mixture is determined, (3) key light and heavy key elements are identified (4) the reactive distillation 19 column is designed based on key elements using driving force approach, and in the last step (5) dynamic 20 verification of the design is performed. The decomposition-based framework proposed in this work for 21 integrated design and control of reactive distillation processes is illustrated in Figure 3 . Note that the 22 process design and control objectives are tied together at the maximum driving force. These objectives are 23 evaluated and calculated as the multi-objective performance function. Therefore, if a maximum of the 24 driving force is identified, the design-control goals will always be satisfied. If the system does not have a 25
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 12 maximum of the driving force, then the proposed algorithm cannot be applied. The simulations in steps 4 1 and 5 are carried out to get the quantitative values but the concept of integration guarantees achievement 2 of the design-control goals (as confirmed by the numerical and analytical results). 3
Integrated Process Design-Control
Step 1: Problem formulation/objective function definition
Step 2: Identify the number of elements present in the system
Step 4: Integrated design-control Step 2: Identify the number of elements present in the system
Step 3: Identify the key elements 
Step 1: Problem formulation and objective function definition 6
The process specifications including the information on raw material and products, reaction data, 7
catalysts, feed temperature, pressure and composition, product composition and design targets are 8 collected in this step. The performance objective function which is going to be maximized or minimized 9 is also defined in this step. This includes steady-state economic and/or energy metrics as well as 10 controller performance metrics. The number of elements present in the system is calculated from Eq. (13) 2
Where NC is the number of compounds and NR is the number of reactions. The formula matrix is written 3 with the constituent elements (j=1,2,...,NE) as rows and the species (i=1,2,..,NC) as columns. 4
Step 3: Identify the key elements 5
The equivalent binary elements, that is light key and heavy key elements, are selected according to the 6 rules of key element selection (Jantharasuk et al., 2011) and they are as follows: 7
Rule (i):
The mixture on component basis is arbitrarily considered as attaining the expected reaction 8 conversion. The corresponding compositions are later applied with the 'Rule of key element selection' in 9 the next steps. 10
Rule (ii):
The element that is contained by the remaining lightest component should not be specified as 11 heavy key and/or heavy non-key element. 12
Rule (iii):
The element that is contained by the remaining heaviest component should not be specified as 13 light key and/or light non-key element. 14
Rule (iv):
The key element should be presented along the whole column (should be contained in both 15 distillate and bottom products). 16
Step 4: Integrated design-control 17
The objective of this step is to find the design-control option for the reactive distillation column using the The vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data is either obtained from experiments or computation of reactive 23 bubble points or dew points. In this work, the reactive bubble point data are calculated using the 24 algorithm proposed by Sánchez-Daza (2003) . Figure 4 presents the algorithm to generate equivalent 25 binary element reactive phase diagram (Algorithm 1). Note that in this algorithm, the choice of 26 discretization may affect the accuracy of the results. Therefore, it is recommended that a discretization 27 interval of at least 0.05 is used to perform the calculations. Furthermore, it should be noted that with the 28 element mole fractions there is not any chance for obtaining negative values for composition variables.
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Note that activity coefficient models can be also used for fugacity balances. Step (i): Give element composition (W j l , j = 1, 2, NE) and pressure (P)
Step (ii): Guess temperature (T)
Step (iii): Solve for component moles n i l in the liquid phase (chemical equilibrium)
Step (iv): Compute vapor mole fractions y i at equilibrium implicitly
Step (vi): Compute element mole fractions for the vapor phase:
Step (v): Calculate a correction for temperature using the check equation
Converged?
Yes No
Step (viii): Calculate the equivalent binary composition for the entire composition domain using the key elements
Step ( The objective of this step is to find the reactive distillation column design based on equivalent binary 4 element at the maximum driving force (i.e. number of stages, reflux ratio and feed location). The steps 5 required to perform this task are given in the algorithm presented in Figure 5 (Algorithm 2). AfterM a n u s c r i p t Reactive driving force algorithm for eqivalent binary elements
Step (i): Retrieve VLE data based on equivalent binary elements from Algorithm 1
Step (ii): Calculate the corresponding driving force for the entire composition domain and plot |DF| vs.
Step (iii): Identify the area of operation: feed, distillate and bottom compositions based on the equivalent LK element
Step (iv): Determine the slopes of lines AD y and BD y (see Figure 1 ) and the corresponding minimum reflux ratio (RR min ) and reboil ratio (RB min ).
Step ( In this step, the controller structure is selected with respect to two main criteria which are highlighted 2 below: 3
i.
Sensitivity of (dy/dd): If the sensitivity of controlled variables, y, with respect to disturbances in 4 the feed, d, is low it means that the process is less sensitive to disturbances and therefore, it is 5 more robust in maintaining the controlled variables at their set-point in the presence of 6 disturbances. 7
ii.
Sensitivity of (du/dy): If the sensitivity of manipulated variables to controlled variables is high it 8 will determine the best controller pairing and consequently controller action. 9 Therefore, the above key criteria are verified at the maximum driving force analytically using Algorithm 10 3. Note that we have previously shown the detailed mathematical derivations for binary elements for this 11 algorithm (Mansouri et al., 2016a (Mansouri et al., , 2015 . The only difference here is that the derivations are based on 12 equivalent binary elements instead of binary elements. Interested reader can refer to the above mentioned 13
paper to obtain detailed analytical derivations and here, only the final equations are given. 14
Algorithm 3: Optimal design-control structure determination
Step (i): Selection of controlled variables
The primary controlled variable is the x-axis value on the driving force diagram which is W l LK,eq (see Fig. 1 ). This resembles the element composition of the light key equivalent element. The secondary controlled variables are the product composition (design targets), which are measurable variables and they are at the top and bottom of the column, W d LK,eq and W B LK,eq (based on equivalent elements). The reason behind this selection is that conceptual variables (that is driving force, DF) cannot be measured directly.
Step (ii): Sensitivity of controlled variables to disturbances In order to calculate the sensitivity, apply a chain rule to relate the derivatives of primary controlled variable to the derivatives of the secondary controlled variables. In order to apply the chain rule where the design variables vector is y = 
Since the driving force diagram is always concave, therefore, the value of , , 0 LK eq l LK eq dDF dW  at the maximum driving force. Therefore, the least sensitivity of controlled variables to disturbances is achieved at the maximum driving force and (15) is obtained as follows:
, , 
Step (iii): Selection of the controller structure
The potential manipulated variables are, u = [L V], which are represented by reflux ratio (RR) and boilup ratio (RB). Hence, the sensitivity of the secondary controlled variables to the manipulated variables is calculated after some mathematical derivation similar to those by Mansouri et al. (2015) . Thus, (16) presents the sensitivity of controlled variables, y, to manipulated variables, u, as follows: 
Assuming that (17) is obtained (this corresponds to a system with no or little cross interactions between y and u since changes in u cannot propagate through column). The best controller structure is easily determined by looking at the value of dy/du. It is noted from (17) by manipulating RB will require less control action. Therefore, for the optimal design obtained at the maximum driving force, the control structure is always given by equation (17) and it is verified by analytical analysis that it is the optimal-design control structure. 
Step 5: Dynamic analysis and verification 1
The objective of this step is to verify the design-control solution that was obtained at the maximum 2 driving force. This verification is first performed by verifying the appropriateness of the controller 3 structure and next, by performing rigorous dynamic closed-loop simulation or by performing experiment. 4
Note however, using a rigorous simulation will be easier for this verification since appropriate values of y 5 and u are obtained through the previous steps of this framework. In order to verify the appropriateness of the control structure obtained at the maximum equivalent binary 8 element driving force (see Eq. (17)), Algorithm 4 is applied. 9
Algorithm 4: Control structure verification
Step (i): Obtain the linear representation of the optimal design control option at the maximum driving force; either by using the transfer functions from step test between each manipulated (u) and control variable (y) or linearizing the model and obtaining state-space matrices (A; B; C; D).
Step (ii): Construct the steady-state gain matrix (G) from the transfer functions.
Step (iii): Verify that the gain matrix G has non-zero determinant.
Step (iv): Calculate the relative gain matrix (RGA) using Eq. (18) as follows (Bristol, 1966) :
Step (v): Verify that pairings such that the rearranged system, with the selected pairings along the diagonal, has an RGA matrix element close to unity, and off-diagonal elements close to zero (for a 2×2 system); therefore, control structure at the maximum driving force has least interactions with each other for the pairing given by Eq. (17) .
Step (vi): Calculate Niederlinski Index using Eq. (19) as follows (Chiu and Arkun, 1991; Corriou, 2004) :
If this index is negative the system is unstable whatever the tuning of the controllers are. Else, If it is positive, it is impossible to conclude. Thus, it is a sufficient condition, except for multivariable systems of size lower than or equal to 2, where it is also necessary.
Step 5.2: Dynamic evaluation of control structure 10
The objective of this step is evaluate the close-loop performance of the control structure identified and 11 verified in Step 4 and Step 5.1, respectively; in the presence of disturbances in the feed. Therefore, to this 12 end Algorithm 5 is applied. 13 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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Algorithm 5: Control structure evaluation
Step (i): Select a disturbance scenario in the feed.
Step (ii): Perform open-loop simulation in the presence of the disturbance to observe to what extent the control variables deviate from the set-point. If the deviation is less than 2% return to Step (i) and select another disturbance scenario.
Step (iii): Select an appropriate control algorithm at regulatory level.
Step (iv): Retrieve nominal steady-state values for the control variables from Step 4.2.
Step (v): Select an appropriate tuning method (IMC rules (Rivera et al., 1986) or SIMC rules (Skogestad, 2003) ) to obtain tuned controller parameters.
Step (vi): Perform closed-loop simulation and verify that the disturbance is rejected and the system is recovered to its original set-points.
Step 5.3: Final selection 1
In this step the value of each term of the performance objective function is calculated. 2
Application example 3
In order to demonstrate the application of the framework for integrated process design and controller 4 design of multi-element systems, the synthesis of methyl-tert-butyl-ether (MTBE) and its well-known 5 production via reactive distillation is selected (Grosser et al., 1987 ; Schrans et al., 1996; Sharma and 6 Singh, 2010). Furthermore, it is assumed in this case (since chemical reaction takes fast) that the 7 equilibrium is achieved. 8
Step 1: Problem formulation and objective function definition 9
For the case of MTBE synthesis the advantages of using a reactive distillation are very well established.
10
The reaction of methanol and isobutene yields MTBE. However, normally pure isobutene is not fed to the 11 process and it also contains some 1-butene as impurity (inert). The MTBE reaction is exothermic and 12 reversible and it takes place in presence of an acidic catalyst (Al-Jarallah et al., 1988). The reaction is 13 therefore expressed as follows: 14
The design feed compositions and product specifications are obtained (Pérez-Cisneros, 1997) and 15 summarized in Table 1 . Note however, the main target to be satisfied is the MTBE bottom composition. 16 Feed flowrate: 100 kmol/h; Feed temperature and pressure: 320K and 11 atm
The design-control multi-objective performance function is defined as below:M a n u s c r i p t
In the above equation, a set of metrics are selected to the evaluate controller performance. They are: J 1 is 1 the energy consumption associated with the process; J 2 is integral of the absolute error (IAE), and J 3 is 2 total variation (TV) of inputs. These are a set of performance metrics selected to characterize the closed-3 loop performance of controller (see Eqs. (22) and (23)). 4
J 4 and J 5 are set of metrics to evaluate the appropriateness of the control structure and they are RGA 5 which for the design at the maximum driving force should propose the structure with the least interactions 6 between the loops, and N I which is a measure of system stability, respectively. 7
Step 2: Identify the number of elements present in the system 8
The number of elements present in the system is identified by applying Eq. (13) . In this case there are 9 four compounds and one reaction. Therefore, the reaction mixture is represented by three elements and 10 the formula matrix is given in Table 2 . 11 Table 2 : Elements representing the system and formula matrix 
Step 3: Identify the key elements 13
Following the rules given in Step 3 of the framework (see section 4.3), the light key and heavy key 14 elements are identified as B and A to be light key (LK) and heavy key (HK) elements, respectively. 15
5.4
Step 4: Reactive distillation column design 16 5.4. 1 Step 4.1: Generate vapor-liquid equilibrium data 17
In this step, Algorithm 1 is applied to generate the vapor-liquid equilibrium data. SRK equation of state 18 has been used for vapor phase fugacity coefficients and Wilson model for liquid phase activity 19 coefficients. The phase diagram for the MTBE multi-element system based on equivalent binary elements 20 is presented in Figure 6 . In this step, the reactive distillation column is designed at the maximum equivalent binary driving force 4 by applying Algorithm 2. The area of operation is identified on the x-axis of the driving force diagram 5 given in Figure 7 . The slopes of the lines corresponding to minimum reflux and boilup ratios are 6 determined. Note however, in this case study since the number of stages is not given, these slopes are 7 used in a McCabe-Thiele method to find the minimum number of stages. The equivalent binary element 8
McCabe-Thiele diagram is given in Figure 8 . The minimum number of stages are found to be five 9 reactive stages plus non-reactive condenser and reboiler (from a practical point of view presence of 10 reaction in reboiler and condenser has not been reported, therefore these two stages are added). The feed 11 and product specifications are checked against additional conditions (see Appendix A) and the feed 12 location is identified to be at stage 4 from the top of the column. 
4
In order to verify that the design objectives in terms of product specifications are satisfied, rigorous 5 steady-state simulation of the reactive distillation column at the maximum driving force is performed. 6 Figure 9 shows the composition profile of the compounds present in the system across the column. 
2
As it is shown in Figure 9 , the design objectives set in Step 1 (see Table 1 ) are satisfied. It must be noted 3 that the last step of the framework, which is dynamic validation, is to showcase that the design 4 specifications are matched and system is sufficiently well restored to its original set-points in the presence 5 of disturbances in the feed (load change is also a disturbance in the feed). Table 3 , presents the reactive 6 distillation column design parameters. 7 
Step 4.3: Optimal design-control solution 10
The controlled variables and manipulated variables are determined according to Algorithm 3 since the 11 reactive distillation column is designed at the maximum equivalent binary element driving force. They are 12 top and bottom compositions for controlled variables and, reflux rate and reboiler duty for manipulated 13 variables. Furthermore, the values of dDF LK,eq /dW l LK,eq are calculated and plotted against W l LK,eq . As it is 14 shown in Figure 10 , at the maximum driving force there is the least sensitivity of the controlled variables 15 to the disturbances, and, the highest sensitivity to the manipulated variables. The control structure is 16 therefore determined by Eq. (17) . Note that dDF LK,eq /dW 
Therefore, it can be verified that selected controller pairing for the design corresponding to the maximum 9 driving force has the least interactions between the loops as the diagonal values (for a 2×2 system) are 10 close to unity. Furthermore, the Niederlinski index (N I ) is calculated and it is found to be N I =0.0372 11 which is positive. This verifies that the system is not unstable. 12
Step 5.2: Control structure evaluation 13
In order to evaluate the performance of the control structure, Algorithm 5 is applied. To this end, first 14 open-loop simulation is performed in presence of a disturbance scenario which is a +16.5% step change in 15 the methanol flowrate. The open-loop response of the system to this disturbance is shown in Figure 11 .
16
The controller structure is then implemented using Proportional-Integral (PI) type controllers on the 17 reactive distillation according to Eq. (17) . The controller tuning parameters are obtained using IMC rules.
18
Furthermore, a perfect pressure control is assumed and the level controllers for reboiler and condenser are 19
Proportional (P) type controllers. 2 Figure 12 , presents the closed-loop performance of the reactive distillation column design to +16.5% step 3 change in methanol feed flowrate as a disturbance. As it can be seen in Figure 12 , the control structure is 4 able to reject the disturbance efficiently with a very small over shoot in controlled variables. Furthermore, 5 this shows that the design is least sensitive to the disturbances and has the highest sensitivity to 6 manipulated variables. That is with a very small effort in the manipulated variables, the process is 7 recovered back to its original set-point. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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Note that, it can be readily observed from the output of this step of the framework that the process design 1 does take into account the operational and product specifications. Also, the safety issues are not 2 considered because none of the operating conditions correspond to extreme conditions of operation. The 3 driving force based design is obtained to match the product specification and gives the easiest operation 4 (defined by temperature and pressure since the driving force diagram is a function of these variables). 5
Therefore, at the maximum driving force the operation should be safer than any other point. 6
Step 5.3: Final selection 7
In this step, the values of the terms included in the performance objective function are calculated and 8 presented in Table 4 . 9 In order to establish the appropriateness of the framework presented in this work, alternative reactive 14 distillation column designs which are not at the maximum driving force are selected for comparison. For 15 purpose of comparison the number of stages needs to be the same for all cases. It would be equivalent if 16 the number of stages is allowed to change but the reflux is kept constant (separation would be feasible for 17 the maximum driving force and infeasible for any other design not using the maximum driving force).
18
Here, the objective is to show the operational cost, then the number of stages needs to be fixed -but the 19 feed locations are changed. Also, for the comparison consistency, here we are using the same control 20 structure as given in Eq. (17) for all the alternatives. The selected design alternatives are summarized in 21 Table 5 . 22 Table 5 : Summary of alternative designs selected for verification as well as design-control solution (see Table 3 ). The steady-state simulation of all the designs is performed and it is verified that they all satisfy the design 24 targets. Furthermore, Algorithm 4 was applied and RGA and N I are calculated for all the designs given inA c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 27 Table 6 , presents the values of the performance objective function for all designs including design-control 3 solution. As it is given in Table 6 , the design-control solution which corresponds to the reactive 4 distillation column designed at the maximum driving force has the least values of the terms in the 5 objective function both from a steady-state design point of view (nominal energy consumption) and from 6 a control point of view. 7 
0.0372 -3.447 0.7453 -0.8147 *The total energy consumption of the process, i.e. sum of reboiler and condenser duties. ** Note that J 2 and J 3 are calculated for both the controlled loops (controlled and manipulated variables pairings). 
Application of model predictive controller on the design-control solution 11
A model predictive controller (MPC) uses linear plant, disturbance, and noise models to estimate the 12 controller state and predict future plant outputs. Using the predicted plant outputs, the controller solves a 13 quadratic programming optimization problem to determine optimal manipulated variable adjustments. In 2 Figure 17 (a), shows the comparison of controlled outputs (xD and xB) using MPC implementation and PI 3 controllers for the design-control solution at the maximum driving force to a +10% disturbance in total 4 feed flowrate. It is readily observed from this figure, that the MPC has a better performance compared to 5 the PI controller. However, Figure 17 (b) shows the same comparison for an operating point which is not 6 at the maximum driving force (design alternative 1). Looking at the comparison presented in Figure 17 , it 7
can be concluded that the design at the maximum driving force has a better controller performance, 8 regardless of the choice of controller (MPC or PI), compared to any other operating point which is not at 9 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 31 the maximum driving force. Therefore, it is verified that the design-control solution has a satisfactory 1 performance not only using controllers at the regulatory level, but also advanced control algorithms such 2 as MPC. proportional-integral (PI) controllers for (a) the design-control solution operating at the maximum driving force, and
7
(b) the design Alternative 1 (not at the maximum driving force).
8
Conclusions
9
Integrated process design and control of reactive distillation processes that involve multiple elements 10 (more than two) was addressed through a computer-aided framework. The framework facilitates the 11 simultaneous consideration of design and control issues. The proposed framework is generic and can be 12 applied to any reactive distillation process that is represented by multiple elements. A number of 13 algorithms that are similar in concept to design-control of binary non-reactive and binary element reactive 14 distillation processes are used in different steps of the framework. These methods are based on equivalent 15 binary element concept. The application of the framework has been demonstrated through reactive 16 distillation of MTBE with an inert compound. It has been verified through steady-state analysis that the 17 reactive distillation column design-control solution at the maximum equivalent element driving force 18 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 32 requires the least amount of energy. Furthermore, through analytical and closed-loop simulation it is also 1 verified that the design-control solution has better performance compared to any other design alternative 2 within a fixed design space that is not at the maximum driving force in terms of control structure, 3 disturbance rejection and controllability. Nonetheless, it has been shown that the control of the design-4 control solution at the maximum driving force is not only limited to simple type of controllers such as PI, 5 but also more advanced controllers such as MPC can be used. Therefore, this approach shows that process 6 design can be performed in an easier manner which results in better controllability, operation and energy 7 requirement. The current and future work is to extend the application of the framework to other types of 8 intensified processes, such as membrane-based operations, as well as to process flowsheets and plantwide 9 control. Furthermore, the issues related to uncertainties associated with the model parameters are subject 10 to future works. However, it must be noted that the qualitative results would not be affected -only the 11 quantitative results would be affected in case of uncertainties in the model parameters. That is, the design 12 at the maximum driving force would still be the best, but the steady state values for the controllers may be 13 different. 14 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 
